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FOREWORD

In writing upon "The Quid it lea of Thomas Gray*»
Friendahlps,” the writer ©hose a subject that would give 
her an opportunity to study a literary figure the had long 
admired* She wanted to assume a point of view differing 
tram any «he had encountered. She felt that her theeie 
could be substantiated, and that she would have a thorough 
knowledge of the poet of the Transitional period between 
the Keo«€lasslc and Romantic Âges*

The experience has been a very humbling one* The 
difficulty of arriving at more than an approximation of 
thla comparatively minor character has made her realise how 
far fro» «Xpert she Is* One of the greatest difficulties 
of this particular study has been the editing of Gray's 
works* The edition by Maaon is almost valueless because 
of the adulteration the poet suffered at hie hands* Since 
Wltford merely revised Mason, that edition le hardly more 
profitable* The only other available edition was that of 
Edmond Gosse* English authorities hailed his work ae a 
great advance when it appeared at the beginning of 'the 
century* Later oritIce, however, have found him to be care- 
leas and inadequate in many respecta* He has been replaced 
as the authentic editor and biographer of Gray* But the 
work of Duncan 0* Tovey, who is now considered the better 
biographer, la not available locallyj nor Is the new and
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highly mcolaiised edition of hie works by Paget Toynbee 
end Leonard Shibley, which appeared in 1955* By neoes* 
eity, then, ell references in this dissertation are to 
Goese’a edition unless otherwise noted#

The writer hae not felt that comparisons of the 
texts were any part of this work#

/



CRAFTm  I

IffTROPOCTIOK

"The Greeks had everything,” «as the favorite
paraphrase of an educator? it «as repeated often enough
to become part of the common knowledge of those who caste
under his influence* Certainly, the Greek# summed up the
philosophy of friendship by saying that no man would care
to live without friends, though he had all other good
things* They reasoned that the soul of wan in merely
one part of a perfect whole which searches for other soula
in order to bring about its completion* *lat© believed
that friendship was necessary to make an ideal state,
since, by fostering common interests and the establishing
mutual confidence, it stabilised Justice. Friendship was»
necessary to the state in which the quiet, scholarly Gray 
lived end moved? he sought hie completion in friends who 
substituted for wife, children, politics, and world contacts* 

The friendships of Thomas Gray, with Kature as well 
ee with his fellows, as shown in his poems and letters, 
are the subJest of this study* There Is no question of 
whether he possessed that fervency that leads a man to lay 
down his life for his friends* Our purpose is to discover 
to what extent he completed the live® of his associates, 
and what, in turn, he received toward his own completion*
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The most cynical of men is dependent upon hia 
friendship«, He cannot escape that part of his heritage. 
Seeking for the ideal in * fellow being is a means of satis
fying the longing brought about by the loss of the perfect 
friendship of God, Try as he may to stifle it, that friend
liness manifests itself, if only toward some lesser animal. 

Finding beauty, truth, faith, and oharity in a 
friedd opens gateways for the recognition of those virtues 
wherever one meets them. Friendship is the human relation
ship that most nearly approximates the Divine Love from 
whence it springs. The Christian doctrine of love to all 
the world has, in a measure, levelled off such striding 
examples of friendship as those of David and Johathan,<P
Damon and Pythias, Ruth and Naomi, Roland and Oliver,
Still, even in Gray*s own day, Johnson had his Boswell)
just as Gray, his Mason,»

But the qualities of friendship are not restricted 
to the associations of any two people* By their nature 
these qualities spread themselves about all those with 
whom a friendly man communes. The perfect complement, 
usually possible in only one connection, may never be found. 
The really great friend may not find that companion whose
ipre, coupled with his, would make them famous in the legend 
and story of the world*
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Or»© of the outs tending traits of Grey *» frlendli- 
n©sa Is hla oharn. Chens Is en elusive esse- ee »bos© In* 
gredierts differ with eaeti on© »ho possesses It# Thomas 
Grey possessed e char» »ad© up of refinement, breadth of 
sympathy, sense of humor, and wost important of all, a 
»©lareholy turn of »ind.1 His correspondence contains a 
wealth of evidei oe pointing to these qualities.

Thomas Gray »ay serve as an Ideal to the busy people 
of the present time, who have little or no place In the bud
get of their tine for »«©king to complete their own souls, 
nor for completing the souls of their associates* Philo
sophical friendship might be an »newer to the world-wide 
search for the ideal state* It places equal stress upon 
the giving and the receiving.* It has a decided advantage 
over the solutions proposed by modern absolutists in high 
places*

Friendship 1# a leisurely quality* As such, it 
can have no better exponent then Thornes Gray, who would 
close his musty books to write lour chatty letters to his 
friends, or leave hie quiet retreat to spend pleasant hours 
In conversation —  not discussion —  upon science, art, end 
life*

1* Lytton Strachey, Characters end Commentaries. 45*



CHAPTER II

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Thomas Gray, the fifth of the twelve children
who were born to Phillip Gray, a money-scrivener of London,
and Dorothy Antrobus Gray, a milliner, was the only one to
survive infancy. Born in Cornhill on the sixteenth of
December, 1716, Thomas Gray escaped death from the violent
convulsions that he was heir to by

X • • the desperate courage of his mother, who 
when he was attacked by a convulsion, opened a 
vein with her scissors*

He was sent to Eton under the care of his mother*s 
brother, Mr, Antrobhs. It was while at Eton that he con
ceived his first taste for poetry when he chose to read
Virgil for the pleasure that he derived from it. His»
delicate constitution and indisposition to sports led him 
to seek pleasures of the mind. These he found in his friends 
of the Quadruple Alliance, and in the exercise of a taste 
for botany that was developed into so wide a knowledge of 
that subject as to make him an expert in that field#

Gray was admitted as a pensioner at Cambridge, in 
Peter-House, in 1734# There he remained for four years

1# Richard Garnett and Edmund Gosse, English Lit
erature, An Illustrated Record. Ill, 285, --------
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tfcough he «res not In sympathy with his surroundings nor 
with the methods of sduostion then preveiling. As he In* 
tended to go Into lew, he left without taking any degrees. 
His poetic efforts during this time were scent. They In* 
eluded two et tempts in he tin* one Luna Hahltabliia. the 
other on the Harr late of the Prinoe of Wales. He wrote e 
Sapphic Ode to test ( his friend who was at Christ-Chureh, 
Oxford), and some smaller poems, the best known of which Is 
a translation of Taseo's Jerusalem Delivered —  part of the 
Fourteenth Canto, 8

In 1759 Gray aet out with Horace Walpole tp com
plete hie education by making the "Grand Tour." Although 
the trip wee made at Walpole1« expense. Gray bed complete 
independence and was free to investigate all that appealed 
to him in the realms of the fine arts. The young men travel
ed through France and eroeaed the Alp# into Italy.»

J* took longest road, which lies through 
savoy, on purpose to see a famous monastery,

&****& Chartreuse, and Tied no reeson to think our time lost.0
This visit to the- famous monastery was one of the most 
Important event# of Gray * s European travels. From his 
own letters we learn the romantic effect the scenery had

_**L John “itford, "Life of Gray" in The Poetical ■Mor.ks ££ ihomas Gray . xvll. “  ...... .

Works (Ooeee edition,hereafter designated by volume numberonly) u ,  5 5,
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upon himj but fro® lalpola*» letters we learn the in« 
prcaaion »ad# by th© monastery upon Gray» So plea#»
•a was he by the retired, peaceful, scholarly Ilf# that It 
seems reasonable to believe that had hie oonversion to 
Catholicism been sincere, he would have lived within a 
elolater#

In the spring of 1741 the young, men quarreled, and 
Walpole went on alone# After Gray*« death Walpole assumed 
the blare for the quarrel for which gossip ha# assigned »any 
causes# Austin Dobson*s surmise that It was a summation 
of strained relationships from their lack of congeniality 
to withstand so long an intimacy, 4 seems most probable.

Gray returned to the Grande Chartreuse and there
wrote hie famed Alcaic Ode in the album of the fathers %
then he retraced his steps and returned to England In
September, 1741* hi# father*« death a short time later

»
left the family In very narrow circumstances# Mrs* Gray 
and her maiden aiater moved to Stoke to reside with another 
sister, Mrs# Rogers, s widow* Stoke had long bean a 
favorite elte of Thomas Gray. One of his sarly letters to 
«valpole had Included a description of it* He was familiar 
with the whole situation*

4# Austin Dobson, Horace ftalpole. A Memoir. 60.
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Here he »peat roost of hi« vacations, not 
only »hen a youth at Eton, hut «luring the 
whole of hi® future Ilf®, while hi« mother 
e«S hia «write lived* Her© it 1» that hie 
04« on a detent Prospect of Eton College, 
hia celebrated Elegy Written in a Country 
Churchyard, and hia long Story, were not 
only written, hut were mingled with the cir
cumstance«, and all the tender©st feeling« 
of hia own life*®

In this retirement, Cray turned to Poetry* "The 
year following hi« return was the springtime and perhaps 
the »oat fruitful period of his poetic genius•" * 6 Be was 
saddened by the leas of Walpole»® friendship and «ore so 
by the death of M e  friend Bioherd West. Bis mind was full 
of romantic idea« stirred by M s  European travel», and he 
now produced some of hi» best poetry* The "Ode to Spring," 
written Juet before the death of West, was followed in the 
autumn by the "Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton College* 
and the "Byron to Adversity." The "Elegy Written In a 
Country Churchyard" waa* also begun*

Wot having sufficient means to live at one of the 
Inna of Court, he returned to Cambridge to take a degree

1 y • t
in Civil hew and, except for what he called his "Lillipu
tian travels," resided there the reet of hia life*

5* William Eowltt, home 
Eminent British Poets* I, sYl* 1 ffwants of the Moot

6. John Beresford, "The Author of the »llegy»"
Edinburgh Beview. CCXLIV, {July 1020), 121-128*
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In 1044 the breach between Gray and Walpole was 
mended* lovers of literature »ay well be pleased that 
it was, for It was due to Walpole that Gray’s works were
published* Gray had been content to write perfectly for

)
the assail audience of hie Immediate circle. But Walpole 
circulated the famous "Slegy* in manuscript until it fell 
into the bands of a pirate printer, and then prevailed 
upon Gray to have it published authentically. A new edition 
of Gray7 * 9 * works wer* the first fruits of the printing 
pres* at Strawberry Hill.

ft« three or four years following the death of 
hie »other (»arch, 1753) were years of poetic activity for 
Thomas Gray. There wae a "gradual absorption of creative 
effort by scholar ship after 1757 •w'/ That year marked the 
publication of "The Progress of Poesy1* and "The Bard." By
that time all of hi® major work, except the Installation

»
Ode, had been completed. On this small amount of work a 
contemporary reputation had been formed, and led to marks 
of preferment*

In the winter of 17S5, George Harvey, Earl of 
Bristol, who was soon afterwards sent Envoy to

7. «. Powell Jones, "Fastidious tittle Gentlemen"
Saturday Review of Literature« XIII, *March 14, 1036), 11.

8* Horace Walpole, "Memoir of Gray" in Mitford’e 
edition of The Ccrrespomence of Thomas Gray and William Mason. xxxiTTT — —  — ....r-r-
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Turin, was designed for Minister to Lisbon: 
he offered to carry Mr* Gray as his secretary, 
but he declined it.

This would seem to invalidate the opinion that 
Gray lived at Cambridge because he had no means to live 
elsewhere, and to substantiate the view that he lived 
there purely from choice.7

Refusals were not difficult for the man who said
of himself, "A post or a pension he did not desire.*® Nor
did the rank of the would-be donor affect his decision. The
Duke of Devonshire met a refusal in 1757.

Gray1s reputation was now so high, that, after 
the death of Cibber, he had the honour of refus
ing the laurel, which was then bestowed on Mr. 
Whitehead**®

Meanwhile, in 1756, Gray had removed from Peter- 
House to Pembroke because of incivilities he suffered at 
the hands of some waggish young men who resided there.
His unreasoning fear of fire, and the rope ladder he had»
fixed to the inside of his window in order to escape in 
case of need, made him fair game for practical Jokes.
His complaints were not given attention enough to suit the 
fastidious little man, ao he moved to other quarters.

/ 10
9* Thomas Gray, “Sketch of His Own Character" 

Poetical Works, edited by John Mltford, 79.
10. Samuel Johnson, Lives of the Poets. 368.



lih®n the British Museum was opened in 1759, aray 
wont to London in order to pursue some of his studies In 
antiquities* This was Grey*a longest absence from Cambridge, 
as he remained in London until 1762. In that year the pro
fessorship of Modern History was vacant, and, at the advice 
of friends, Cray applied to *ord Bute for the place. Hia 
request was refused* However, he returned to Cambridge*

> .. ■ ■ . y; ■
During the summers of the four years fro® 1765 to 

1768 he made hia Journeys to the less frequented places of 
the kingdom. In the first year fee went to Scotland, not 
then a favored vacation spot for Englishmen} the second 
to lent} the third year he went to northern England to 
visit Dr. «barton and places near hi© home, especially 
¿art1spool# In 1768 Cray started out in company with Dr* 
Wharton on a tour of the Lakes of Cumberland and Westmore
land* Dr. Wharton was stricken with an attack of asthma»
and was forced to return, but Gray went on alone and kept 
that delightful Journal of hie travels for Dr* Wharton.
So delightful was the Journal that it led Johnson to say, 
n:® thAt **eads his epistolary narrative wishes, that to 
travel, and to tell of his travels, had been »ore of hia 
employment. That criticism holds equally true of all 
his writings of the things that he saw*

10

U *  Ibid*. 369.
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tn 1768 the Duke of Grafton offered Gray the 
Profeseorahip of Modern history, which wee again vacant*
He accepted the position, and, when the Duke was made 
Chancellor of the University, Gray wrote the Installation 
Ode, known as the "Ode to ^usle."

Although Gray planned other journeys, none of 
the» were ever executed* He suffered fro» hereditary 
gout* "He was rarely ill, hut never quite well."12 
frail health gave way completely on the twenty-fourth of 
July, 1771, when he suffered an attack of stomach gout, 
from which he did not rally. On the thirtieth he passed 
away In the same unobtrusive manner in which he had lived* 

Many extravagant things have been said by Gray*a 
biographers, both those who Intended to honor hi», and 
those whose motives were not so lofty* In an age so marked 
by orudeness as his own; It is not surprising that M s  
"finery* (as he called it) should have attracted unfavor
able comment* Jacob Bryant, who had known him at Eton, 
drew this picture of him»

Mr* Gray was in stature rather below the 
middle also* He had a pleasing countenance, > 
in which, however, there was no extraordinary 
expression, consequently no indication of hi# 
internal powers#1*5

12* Gamaliel Bradford, Bare Souls. 82*
13* John *itford, "Life of Gray" In Gray*® 

Poetical Work.Ŝ . (letter quoted} oxvlli-oxix*
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Bradford adds to the picture in saying, "in appearance 
he was a little, trite, tidy person, very dignified, rather 
conventional, rather unapproachable • » #"14

He was a very human being, who liked to study and 
to hold himself aloof fro» "the madding crowd’s ignoble 
strife"j who had sufficient resource® to make the earning 
of his livelihood unnecessary* who had a circle of inti
mate friends who served as the excure for the writing of 
some of the finest letters In the English language. Ac
cepted in such fashion, Thomas Gray becomes the figure of 
a naturally indolent man who lived a life most to his lik
ing and, in return, wrote at least one poem that will 
serve to keep his memory alive; since "Gray is among the 
poets who die only with the language they breathed. " 15

What right ha® man to go about demanding more? 14

116.

14. Gamaliel Bradford, 0£. olt.. 76.
16* g . I. Woodbarry, The Inspiration of foetry.



CHAPTER III

THE POET’S FRIENDS

As the life of Thomas Gray was void of action, so 
was it replete with friendships. One writer has said, 
"Perhaps the only bright spots in his career were the few 
friendships that he formed."* They were few, perhaps, in 
actual numbers, though many more than might be expected from 
the retired life that he led, but they were of utmost dura
bility.

Gray * s friends fulfilled all the needs of his life.
; . . . . . .

With them he shared the experiences of his travels, the re-
.......

suits of his studies, the productions of his poetical
fancies, and even his observations on the state of his
health. A. C. Benson calls Gray’s friendships an outgrowth
of the secret desire of his life for stability.

Gray was a man who clung desperately to life, 
who longed to feel at home there, who desired 
permanence and stability, and yet lived all his 
life under the shadow of a fear, the fear of 
passing out of the familiar into the unknown. / i- • 1

That is what Gray was forever in search of, a

1. H* M. Ridley, "Great Friendships," Canadian 
Magazine, LX, {February, 1923), 328.
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cowp*mionahlpftwhlch earth could or would 
not give him*®

Whatever the reason, 1homes dray was always surrounded
by friends, and friendships*

It is platitudinous to say that a boy’s best
friend is his mother, but the tie existing between Thomas
Gray and his mother went beyond that occasioned merely by
relationship# She helped to protect him from inhumane
treatment on the part of her husband, even to the point of
taking legal action in 1735* The documentary evidence of
her action has been preserved*

She alone provided for everything for her son 
while at Eton School and at Peter-Rouse College, 
without being any charge to her husband • • • 
but that she was resolved, if possible, . * • 
not to leave her shop or trade, for the sake of 
her son, to be able to assist in the maintenance 
of him at the University, since his father would 
not.5

Small wonder that the poet expressed the thought in 
her epitaph that it was a misfortune to survive her.

Thirteen years after her death, Gray wrote to his 
young friend Norton Nioholls, whose mother had just recover
ed from an Illness«

CCXCI,
2* 4. C. Benson, 8 The Secret of Gray,” 
(December 24, 1916), 762#

Llvlng Age,

3* John fcltford, "Life of Gray8, The Poetloal 
Works of Thomas Gray, x-xi.
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. . • to Inform you that X had discovered a 
thing very little known, which is that in 
one’s whole life one never can have any more 
than a single mother* You may think this is 
obvious, and (what you call) a trite observa
tion. You are a green gosling t I was at the 
same age (very near) aa wise as you, and yet 
I never discovered this (with full evidence 
and conviction, I mean) till it was too late.
It is thirteen years ago, and seems hut yester
day; and every day I live it sinks deeper into 
my heart.4

At his death, her personal effects were found in his room, 
where they had lain untouched from the time of her death 
until they were distributed among his relatives by his will.

At Eton, Gray was one of the members of the Quad- 
ruple Alliance, four young men drawn together by their love 
of study and indisposition to sports* They adopted classi
cal names, and regarded themselves very seriously. In the 
group with Gray were Richard West, Horace Walpole, and 
Thomas Asheton.

"West, a slim thoughtful lad, was the most pre
cocious genius of the party, already making verses In Latin 
and English, and making them even in his sleep."5 He was the 
son of the Lord Chancellor of Ireland; a tall, slim lad
whose pale meaner look and complexion might have foretold*
bis disposition to tuberculosis, his tastes were very like

4. Gray, Works, III, 259.
5. Austin Dobson, Horace Walpole, A Memoir, 16.
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Gray* s , and thslr letters abound with bite of poetry and 
classic composition* Gray, In Italy, was very much concern
ed about bis friend*s choice of a carter and wrote hi» a 
long letter upon the subject? hit next letter contained a 
most beautiful tribute to a friend*

As to what you call ary aerlou® letter, be as
sured , that your future state 1# to »e entirely 
Indifferent* Do not be angry, but hear we? I wean 
with reapect to myself* For whether you be at the 
top of Fame, or entirely unknown to mankind? at 
the Council-table, or at Dick e coffee-housej sick 
and simple, or well and wlae? whatever alteration 
»ere accident works In you (supposing it utterly 
impossible for It to make any change in your sin
cerity and honetty, since these are conditions 
sine qua non), 1 do not see ary likelihood of my 
not being yours ever*0

It was to test that Gray sent his "Ode to Spring"
but he did not receive the comment he asked for, as his
letter was crossed by one telling of his friend*» death# It
Is significant that the most productive period of Gray*®»
genius followed this loss, a loss that was ever present to 
him* Gray continued to hold hla friend*» memory In rever
ence, as can be seen in his reply to Walpole*s suggestion 
that he print hie own and West’s poems In one volume* Gray 
thought their combined output hardly enough to warrant such 
a volume, yet he waa eager that West should come to the public
notice* *

6* Gray, Works, II, 06
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I should not care how unwise the ordinary run 
of Readers might think my affection for him, 
provided those few, that ever loved anybody, 
or Judged of anything rightly, might, from such 
little remains, be moved to consider what he 
would have been; and to wish that heaven had 
granted him a longer life and a mind more at 
ease*”

Paul Elmer More regrets this loss as a source of
interpretation of Gray * s character*

Possibly if West had lived and the correspon
dence with him, while maintaining its freedom 
had matured in Judgment, we might have a some
what different notion of Gray's nature, as in
deed his nature Itself might have expanded more 
opulently. * . * . It is easy to smile at the 
solemnity that sometimes shows itself in these 
letters • • • But on the whole I do not know 
where one would find a more beautiful or more 
promising friendship.
* • # • * « • « •  • « »  + • » • •  • *. * * * *
There was nothin.;, in the character or learning 
of Walpole or Mason or Wharton to supply the 
place of Gray’s dear Favonius* To none of these 
could he write as he might have written to West, 
with that ranging love of literature which takes 
the great traditional emotions of the past as 
an extension of one’s own inner life* And when 
Nioholls and Bonstettan came into his circle, he 
was too much older than they to open his heart 
with the perfect freedom of equality.7 8

»•
Probably the most famous member of the Quadruple 

Alliance was Horace Walpole, later Lord Orford, spn of 
the Prime Minister. Like the other members of the group, 
he had a sincere love of learning, an intense hatred for

7. Ibid., 172.
8. Paul Elmer More. "Gray’s Letters" The Nation. 

XOVI, (June 12, 1913), 594-595.
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mathematics, and an Inborn and pampered fastidiousness.
Having decided that the world was a comedy to those who 
think, and a tragedy to those who feel, Horace "Walpole 
danced and chattered through it all from eight to eighty."9 
Such was the companion who toofc Gray to Europe for two and 
a half years* The wond r is that they did not quarrel soon
er than they did in the close intimacy of travel.

A friendship once broken is seldom restored in its 
former strength* yet, despite Mason*s assertions to the 
contrary, a very cordial feeling later came to exist between 
the two Etonians. If they disagreed as to the Importance of 
social functions, they still had many common grounds for friend
liness. The letters that passed between them were often little 
more than gossip sheets. Bradford says of Gray, "He liked a 
bit of gossip or scandal . . .  and such anecdotes as Walpole 
was always collecting diverted him immensely."10

They had deeper interests in common, too* When 
Walpole built Strawberry Hill, he found Gray * s advice valuable. 
Dr. Tovey believed that Walpole comes nearer to Gray in artis
tic than in any other tastes.11 Bradford stresses that point

9. Gamaliel Bradford, Bare Souls. 119*
10 * 72-78.
11* D. G. Tovey, "Gray," Cambridge History of 

English Literature, X, 133.
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in commont too* "Bis old friend Walpole »as glad to aaa 
him and gat the benefit of his sure and delicate taste about
acme bit of quaint ornamentation or curious decoration.*12 

In a measure. Gray owes hi« reputation to Walpole,
since It was through Walpole that the “Elegy" found its 
first audience* Walpole encouraged Gray to have his works 
printed, whereas Gray had Intended them for the few among 
his contemporaries to who® he showed them In manuscript* Cer
tainly Gray did not Intend that the mock heroic "Ode on the 
heath of a Favorite Cat," written In honor of on® of Walpole’s 
household pets that was drowned in a "tub of fishes," should 
come to the general public. It was omitted from later edi
tions of Gray’s works. But Wslpole was Insistent that Gray’s 
talent be made known} the first works to he printed on the 
press at Strawberry Bill were Gray*a*

The fourth member of the little group, Thomas Asheton, 
does not figure in Gray’s correspondence, except by Inference. 
There seems to be some ground for the story that he caused 
the quarrel between Gray and Walpole by relating to the latter 
something Gray had written concerning Walpole*® choice of 
amusement.

Gray*s friendship with "dear, dear Wharton —  
(which Is a daar more than 1 give anybody else . * .)"1S

12* Gamaliel Bradford, 0£. olt.« 67. 
13. Gray, Works. II, 61.
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began when Gray was a student at Cambridge* Dr. Thomas 
Wharton was not only his very close personal friend, but 
his physician as well* Prom letters to him we learn how 
much of the poet's life was spent in poor health* Wharton 
was also interested in botany and in natural history, and he 
kept records of the weather and the flowering of plants 
which he exchanged for Gray * s records of a like nature*

Gray was a brilliant connoisseur of art with Walpole, 
a charming friend and litterateur with West, a poet and 
counsellor with his younger friends, but with Wharton he 
was an intimate comrade* Eis letters abound in those evi
dences of facetiousness that, to outsiders, seem almost 
puerile. So close was the tie between them, that Gray exer
cised the privilege of friendship to the point of Imposing 
upon his friend* He borrowed money from him, asked him to 
accommodate him when he Was in need of medical care, and 
finally after the residence at Stoke-Pogis was dismantled, 
asked Wharton to give storage room to boxes and baskets of 
his household effects and then to insure them* As we picture
Gray with Wharton, we see the poet as a man, a typical figure

: i - § / 
of one who advises his married friends as to the proper way
to care for and educate the children in their charge f who
imposes upon them; and who loves them sincerely.

W* Powell Jones believes that Wharton* 3 children
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«ere & strong link between the two wen* Fro« bis constent
Inquiries about the children and message« to the« we are
certain that they were on the beat of ter«« with the poet«

The series of letters Gray wrote to Dr« Wharton 
(all bound In one «anuacrlot in the British 
Museum) show «ore Intimate feeling than do any 
others« Gray felt «ore at home at-Old Park, 
probably the only place where he was closely 
thrown with children«14 %

Mr* Richard Stonehewer was also a native of Durban, 
the seat of Old Park* like Gray, he spent most of his tine 
in or near Cambridgej probably for that reason, the letters 
written to hi» are «««parelively few* Gray «pent some effort 
in an attempt to secure a fellowship for him* He was well re
paid* Por as secretary to the Duke of Grafton, Stonehewer 
was probably responsible for Gray*s appointment to the pro
fessorship of Modern HSstory* They had a fine taste for 
music in common, and %** Stonehewer presented Gray with a 
piano-forte that, by the terms of Gray * * will, reverted to 
its original owner*

In the letter of condolence that Gray wrote on the 
death of the father of hit "best friend," toe achieves e note 
of sincere solace that la the desire, but seldom the accom
plishment, of those who attempt such letterst

14* 1* Powell "ones, "Fastidious Little Gentleman," 
Saturday Review of Literature« XIII, (March 14, 1956), 11*
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I feel for the sorrow you have felt, and yet 
I can not wish to lessen it; that would be to 
rob you of the best part of your nature, to 
efface from your mind the tender memory of a 
father*s love, and deprive the dead of that 
Just and grateful tribute which hie goodness 
demanded from you.15

It was only fitting that Gray should have made him heir
to his papers after Mason.

' ■ V:" ■ ' ' ' ■' ■ ■ f ■
Another of Gray*s Cambridge friendships was that

with the Reverend Doctor James Brown, Master of Pembroke 
College. #1th his love of the soubriquet. Gray referred 
to Brown as the Petit Don; and a good little man he prov
ed to be to Gray. He was with the poet at his death and

*

kept Wharton informed of their friend*s condition* He was 
Joint executor, with Mason, of Gray*s will*

This friendship possessed attributes that appealed
Uto the artistic qualities and to the practical traits of

! LGray. Brown, too, had a love for music? Gray sent him
*

copies of his poems and had him distribute some of the 
Strawberry Hill edition. Gray was eager to know how they 
were received*

i
You will not wonder therefore at my curiosity, 
if I enquire of you what you hear said? for, 
though in the rest of the world I do not expect * 
to hear that anybody says much, or thinks about 
the matter, yet among mes confreres, the learned,
I know there is alway s'leisure, at least to find 
fault, if not to commend.1® IS.

IS. Gray, Works. Ill, 351.
!6. Ibid.. II, 322
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Gray found Brown a convenient friend, too* For
when Gray went to Stoke, he remembered, in a post-script,
to ask if Brown had paid the bills Gray left at Cambridge.
The off-hand manner of the question shows that this may
have been a common occurence, and one may surmise that the
poet’s only reason for asking was that he could repay Brown
as speedily as possible.*7 They were traveling companions
on several excursions, and their intimacy is further shown
by the number of times Gray’s letters, especially to Wharton,
contain messages from Brown. When Brown was the victim of
an Infection, Gray nursed him. He wrote to ^lobelia*

The moral of this is, that when you break your 
skin, you should not put the black sticking 
plaster to it, which has been the cause of our 
sufferings} and thus at other people’s expense 
we become wise, and thank heaven it is not at 
our own.1®

The fact that most of Gray’s immediate circle of»
friends lived after him would seem to indicate that he chose 
his friends from among those younger than he* "But Gray 
did care for young men as he cared for children* He de~ 
lighted in Norton Nicholls and Bonstetten* He cared intense
ly for West* He was a good friend# He cared for stilted, 
bouncing Mason."*9 17 18

17. Ibid*, II, 384.
18, Ibid*, III, 259,

19* Sir Herbert Warren, "The betters of Thomas 
ar»y* .Quarterly Review, CCXX, (April 1914), 871.
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The Reverend William Mason, one of the most abused 
of men by literary critics and writers for periodicals, be-. • • * * , j* * *
came one of his intimate friends after Gray had attracted 
the older poet’s attention by some verses he had written.
He is criticized for having changed Gray*s letters by de
letions, editing, additions, and even erasures, before in-

' ' V

eluding them in his memoirs of the poet. It is only grudging
ly that many critics will admit that his adulation of the 
quiet Gray gave impetus to Boswell in his work on Johnson*

To so belittle Mason is to reflect discredit upont f
the judgment of Cray, whose friendships were usually so 
judiciously formed. A perusual of Gray’s letters in other
editions reflect his genuine fondness and regard to the young' ; • • ’
man whom he addressed as "Skroddles" and with whom he often 
used a bantering tone* H  Is out of keeping with Gray’s 
character to interpret that tone as one of deep ridicule.
To be sure, in 1748, Gray wrote Doctor Wharton*

Mr. Mason is my acquaintance* I liked that ode 
very much, but have found no one else, that did. 
He has much fancy, little judgment, and a good 
deal of modesty* I take him for a good and well- 
meaning creature* but then he is really in sim
plicity * child. and loves everybody he meets 
with* he reads little or nothing, writes abund
ance, and that with a design to make his fortune 
by lt.S0

20* Gray, Works, II, 184-185.

5 a 8Q<>
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But it was to ^aaon that Gray wrote eleven years later*
You mistake me. I was always a friend to employ
ment, and no foe to money; hut they are no friends 
to each other. Promise me to be always busy, and 
I will allow you to be rich. —  I am, dear Mason, 
in all situations, truly yours.21

There was a touch of ridicule, perhaps, when Gray
wrote of the future Mrs. Mason, in a letter to Brown* "She

•|'v.
has Just such a nose as Mason has himself; so you see it was
made in heaven."22 Perhaps the real reason for his remarks
upon the marriage is apparent between the lines of his letter
to the prospective bridegroom*

Do let her have some wlfellke qualities, and a 
double portion of prudence, as she will have not 
only herself to govern, but you also, and that 
with an absolute sway. Your friends, 1 doubt not, 
will suffer for it. however, we are very happy, 
and have no other wish than to see you settled 
In the world.23

Moat bachelors are sorry to see one of their cronies assume»
responsibilities that will make him less available to themselves.

There might have been a little insincerity in Gray * s 
request of Mason to love him a little better in Yorkshire 
than he did in Middlesex,24 or in his declaration*

21. Ibid.. Ill, 23.
22. Ibid., h i  ̂ 183.

23. Ibid*. Ill, 198*
43.24. Ibid. , h i  j
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As you are alone and not quite well, 1 do feel 
a little sort of (I am almost ashamed to speak 
it) tenderness for you, but then I comfort my
self with the thought that It does not proceed 
from any remnant of old inclination or kindness 
that I have for you. °

But there was nothing but the deepest sincerity when he
wrote the bereaved bridegroom that beautiful letter of
friendship and condolence.

This letter, which was received at the Hot Wells 
almost the precise moment when it would he most 
affecting, then breathed and still seems to 
breath© the voice of friendship in its tenderest 
and most pathetic note • « ,26

Besides their common interest in gardens (Mason in 
gardening, and Gray in recording the results of gardening}, 
in painting, and in music, there was an abounding Interest 
in English literary Antiquities. They planned an elaborate

!;' ‘r;vA .■ '•'¿V ' V J t  ‘ • '' ':■*< ’ .• t '• ••• i . " "  V  r"i

history of English literature* The plan was not carried out
because of the dearth of available material. Gray’s odes on»
the Norwegian and Welsh subjects were part of this proposed 
work*

Mason benefited by the excellent criticism of Gray, 
which may serve as an example of the care exercised by the 
older man in the composition of his own work* "Skroddles" 
received a grest deal from Gray, though he served only that 
part of the poet’s personality that is usually taken by a

25« Ibid *. 136.
26* Ibid., footnote, 266*
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man’s children, particularly in feeding the older man’s 
vanity and sense of superiority.

The two other young men who were intimate friends 
of Gray, Morton Nicholls and Charles von (or de) Bonstetten, 
became acquainted with him when they were students at Cam
bridge, end Gray was living in retirement there* They, too, 
have left memoirs of the poet*

The best account we have of him is that written 
by ‘orton ^ieholls, who when a young man at 
Cambridge was taken up by the older scholar aa 
waa the Swiaa Bonstetten, with something like 
a pathetic desire to enjoy vicariously the 
hopes and eagerness of youth* * * * we can al
most feel the keenness with which the solitary 
poet grasps at a friendship which promises a 
sympathy of the imagination*®'

Gray and Nicholls probably met in 1765* Nicholls was
an accomplished musician, and he spent many hours in Gray’s
rooms where they played and sang* Gray was highly talented
in both arts* There is a frolicsome tone in Gray’s letters
to Nicholls to excess of that in the letters to Mason —  a
circumstance entirely In keeping with the greater difference
in their ages* Thus Gray began a letter to him*

Sir —  I received your letter at Southampton, 
and, as 1 would wish to treat everybody according 
to their own rule and measure of good-breeding, ' 
have against my inclination waited till now be
fore x answered it, purely out of fear and re
spect, *nd2gn Ingenious diffidence of my own * 28

27* Paul Elmer More, "Gray’s Letters,* The Nation XCVI, (June 12, 1913), 594* ' —  - - -

28. Gray, Works. Ill, 179*
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The conclusion was equally facetitious*
How can people subscribe such a devil of a name 
(I warrant), you call it a Christian name to 
their letters as you do? I always'thought at 
times 1 had a small matter of aversion for you 
mechanically arising in me, and doubtless this 
was the reason.2*

Gray wove bits of advice into his letters to the 
young man, constantly reminding him that his was the 
voice of experience* It was Nicholls who was greeted as 
he came into Gray’s room with "Hence, avauntt ’Tie holy 
ground.*" For a moment, Nicholls tells us, he feared that 
his friend had lost his reason* We can love the Gray who 
found such Joy in teasing the young divine who was his com-

"■ s ' . ' - - .  '

panion on the last of his little excursions*
Nicholls introduced de Bonstetten to Gray (1769),

and Gray in turn secured rooms for the young Swiss Baillie
of Nion to whom he grew most attached. They spent their
evenings reading the English poets, and Gray kept him from
Cambridge society. No fond parent ever found more delight
in the admiration of an heir than Gray did in young Charles*

I never saw such a boyj our breed is not made 
on his model* Be is busy from morning to night, 
has no other amusement than that of changing one 
study for another? likes nobody that he sees 
here, and yet wishes to stay longer, though hen 
baa passed a whole fortnight with us already. 29

29. Ibid*, 182.
3°. Ibid.. 357.



H© gives me too much pleasure, and at least an 
fqgjl share of Inquietude. * . . .  1 have never 
met with so extraordinary a person. Sod bless 
himt I am unable to talk to you about anything 
els© I think.ox

His grief at the departure of the young man would 
he more in keeping with adolescence or senility than with 
a man in his fifty-fourth year. He wrote his lament to 
Bichollst

* * * **>d here am I again to pass my solitary 
evenings, which hung much lighter on hands be
fore I knew him* This is your fault l . , » ,
You will think A have caught madness from him 
(for he ia certainly mad) and perhaps you will 
be right*32

To the young man himself Gray wrote like a love-sick swain:
Never did I feel, my dear Bonstetten, to what 
a tedious length the few short moments of our 
life may be extended by Impatience and expecta
tion, till you had left mej nor ever knew before 
with so strong a conviction how much this frail 
body aympathlses with the inquietude of the mind.
* old in the compass of less than three weeks*33
* * * * * • • » * • * « . , , , , . ,  * * * * * * *
Go on, my best and amiable friend, to shew me 
your heart simply and without the shadow of dis
guise, and leave me to weep over it, as 1 now do, 
no matter whether from Joy or sorrow* * * 34

31» Ibid * , J5I?? i 
32* Ibid*, 358 
33* Ibid*, 360*
34. Ibid*, 362*
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When, as an old man, the Swiss philosopher was writ
ing hla own memoirs, he recalled with pleasure his Cambridge 
days and his friendship with Gray, and said he believed the
small amount of Gray's work was due to the fact that he never 
was in love.

An altogether different type of friendship from that 
with Bonstetten had been made shortly before Gray became ac
quainted with the young Swiss. When he was at Glamis in 
1765, Gray came to know Dr. James Beattie, Professor of Moral 
Philosophy and Logic in Marischal College, Aberdeen. Although 
Beattie took the initiative in making the contact, Gray re
sponded warmly, and the friendship that followed lasted until 
Gray s death. There was much in common between the two men: 
Beattie, like Gray, was a musician of note* he was amiable,
lonely without companionship, and abhorred noise as much as 
Gray feared fire.

»

It was Beattie who wrote to ask Gray if he would ac
cept a degree of Doctor of laws from the Aberdeen University, 
an offer which Gray refused in the kindest of terms. Beattie 
supervised the Edinburgh edition of Gray‘s works. In return,
the Cambridge poet carefully criticized The Minatr<ll Beattie*s 
chief work.

In his letters to Beattie there Is a dignity that would
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make one doubt that they were written by the same man and 
at nearly the same time as those to the younrr scholars,
Richolls and Bonstetten. It Is not surprising that Beattie 
painted Gray as an ideal conversationalist: unassuming and 
Interesting; erudite but not pedantic.

There Is a surprising lack of women among Gray * s 
correspondents. Probably the only women to make much impres
sion upon him, besides those of his mother's family, were Miss 
Speed, Lady Schaub, and Lady Cobham. The episode of their in
trusion upon Gray at Stoke Is well known and preserved through 
the mook-heroic poem 8 A Long Story.” With M sb Speed, especial
ly, Gray enjoyed a long friendship. Despite the rumors that 
had linked his name with hers, there was apparently no ro
mantic interest in Gray*s life. Bonstetten was probably right 
when he said that Gray had never been in love, and Gamaliel 
Bradford probably did not exaggerate when he said women were 
unknown creatures to Gray.38

So Thomas Gray lived a life of friendships with men, 
Nature, and studies in the quiet of Cambridge. Me lived there 
from choice, as he wrote Dr* Beattie»38 He was often enough 
in London to be familiar with the city, but not to be at home 
there* %  saw the best plays, heard the best music, knew most 
of the court gossip, and, at intervals when the spirit moved 
him, wrote a small volume of work that has made him immortal. * 36

3&. Gamaliel Bradford, og. cit.. 80.
36. Gray, Works. Ill, 326.



CHAPTER IV

THE PRIESELY ROTE IS GRAY'S NATURE WRITINGS

Thomas Gray's attitude toward Nature, as Is shown 
In his writings upon the subject, was of such a nature 
that it might be called friendly. H® avoided both the Neo- 
Classic dislike for ruggedness and the Romantic idea of 
Nature that reached its height In Byron.1 His admiration 
for Nature was an unconventional thing in the age In which 
he lived* We can’t imagine his advising his friends t© 
learn of Nature from art, as his immediate predecessors 
had done} nor can he be pictured addressing apostrophes 
to the dark and deep blue ocean. Yet be was genuinely 
interested in all the aspects of Nature with thlch he came 
in contact* An expert in the realm of botany, Gray did not 
let his emotional reaction to the phenomena of Nature sub- 
merge itself in his scientific knowledge* Most of the 
letters reflecting this facet of the poet’s interest and 
achievement were composed for his friend Dr. Wharton*

It was for Wharton that Gray kept What have been 
called "Georgies” —  exact records of weather, the dates

1* Gamaliel Bradford, Bare Souls, 101.
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of the flowering of the flowers and shrubs of the locale
in which he was for the moment. Austin Dobson summed up
his varied Interests and ability to express them, thus*

When he is in the country, he classes the plants? 
when in town, he notices the skins of birds in 
shops? and when he eats whitebait at Greenwich, 
he straightway describes that dainty in the 
language of Tacitus.2 3 4

For example, we find these note! in the many he sent to 
his friendly physician:

Melons are ripe, and apricots and Orleans* 
plums are to be seen in the fruit-shops. « . . ,
My nosegays from Covent Garden consist of noth
ing but scarlet-martagons, everlasting-peas, _ 
double-stocks, pinks, and flowering marjoram.

I do not see much of the face of nature here, 
but I enquire. Wheat was cutting in Kent the 
23d of July, the 25th at Enfield. Th$ 27th, 
about Windsor: the forward peas all kot in, 
ground ploughed and turnips sowed. . . . .  The 
3d of August, Catharine-pears, muscle-plums 
and email black cherries were sold in wheel
barrows . *
April 10* I observed the elm putting out.

12. That, and the pear looked green. Therm
at 62

13. Very fine? white poplar and willow put out.
15. Standard pear (sheltered) in full bloom5

Many of his records are even more complete, comparing the| -
times of flowering, or budding, or leafing out in various 
places.

2. Austin Dobson, Eighteenth Century Vignettes, 141.
3. Gray, Works. II, 398-399.
4. ¿bid.. Ill, 12.
5. Ibid., 54.
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the springtime was Gray’s favorite season, as it 
bas been to most of the English poets. He was typically 
English in his love for a garden, though he was but a 
window-box" gardener himself. In a letter to hr. Wharton 
we find this apostrophe to springs "The spring is come 
in all its beauty, and for two or three days I am going to 
meet it at Windsor. Adieu i and let us pray it may continue 
till July."6

To the Reverend Norton Nicholls he wrote:
And so you have a garden of your own, and you 
plant and transplant, and are dirty and amused}
. . .  1 have no such thing, you monster; nor 
ever shall be either dirty or amused as long as 
I livet my gardens are in the window, like 
those of a lodger up three pair of stairs in 
Petticoat Lane or Camonlle Street, and they go to 
bed regularly under the same roof that I do: 
dear, how charming it must be to walk out in one’s 
own garden * * *7

But it was as a verbal landscape painter that the
»"fastidious little gentleman" showed the greatest love for 

the beauties, the majesties, the friendly qualities of 
Nature. No wonder his letters were so avidly preserved by 
his friendsl How fortunate for us "rocking chair travelers" 
that they were kept t

6. I b i d 341.
7. Ibid.. 342-343.



Mr. Blrrell in speaking of his love of the natural
averred*

Gray was, as all wen know, one of our first lovers 
of the picturesque. He knew an England we can 
never know, a beautiful Durham, a lovely Alrd&le, 
and he describes it all like a lover# «e was a 
naturalist no less than a virtuoso. Trees, crops, 
grapes, beans, soils, he marked them well,8

True, we may never know the England that Gray knew, but what 
an excellent introduction he gives us to it 1 He has trans
mitted his experiences so clearly that our own dull percep
tions might be disappointed at the sights on first hand ac
quaintance *

His love for the lake country is best preserved in 
the journal he kept and sent to Dr. Wharton when that gentle
man was deterred by ill health from making the journey In 
company with the poet. Such an account of the trip would
almost requite one for having missed the actual traveling.

»

What need for a candid camera had a man with such skill in
the manipulation of words as we find here?

Passed through Penradock and Tbreloot at the 
feet of S addle back, 'whose furrowed side s were 
gilt by noonday sun, while its brow appeared 
of a sad purple from the shadow of the clouds, 
as they sailed slowly by it. The broad green 
valley of Gardles and Lowalde, with a swift 
stream glittering among the cottages and meadows

8. A, Blrrell, "Gray*s Letters#" Living Asre. CCXLIV. 
(June 14, 1905), 820.
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lay to the left • • • • Passed by the side 
of Skidd** • • • and. saw fro® an ere-nonce, 
at :€wo »lies distance, the vale of Llyeiu®
In all Its verdure, the sun then playing on 
the bosoir. of the lake, and lighting up all 
the mountains with Its lustre*®'

In the evenin'* walked alone down to the 
hake by the side of Crow-Park after sun-set and 
saw the solemn oolourTi of” night draw on, the 
last gleam of sunshine fading away on the 
hill-tops, the deep serene of the waters, and 
the long shadows of the mountains thrown 
across them, till they nearly touched the 
hithermost shore. At distance heard the 
murmur of many-water-falle not audible in 
the day-time*

The feeling of peace and contentment that was Gray’» must 
necessarily be the reader's* There Is none of the 
Psalmist1» dread and awe in the Nature Cray knew* she was 
his friend*

®bile A was here, a little shower fell, red 
clouds came marching up the hills from the cast, 
and part of a bright rainbow seemed to rise 
along the side of Castle-hill*

Prow hence I get to the Parsonage a little 
before auneet, and saw in my glass a picture, 
that if I could transmit to you, and fi* it 
in all the softness of its living colours, 
would fairly sell for a thousand pounds* This 
is the sweetest scene I can yet discover in

2* Gray, Works, I, 255* 
10* Ibid*. 288-250.
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point of pastoral beauty. The rest are 
In subllmer style.11

The personifications of Mature that Gray used in 
his journal are not artificial. We are hardly aware that
he is giving human Qualities to an abstraction. Mature 
was Gray's tutorj there was no restraint between them? 
there was no attempt on his part to make Mature conform 
to any pattern. He did not approach any experience with 
preconceived ideas as to how he would feelj he did not se
lect those things which ought to impress him —  he noticed 
those things which did call forth response. Consequently, we 
find such passages as the followings

i ' I
The lake from Its depth looks black,

(though really as clear as glass} and from 
the gloom of the vast crags, that scowl 
over it* it is narrow and about three miles 
long, resembling a river in its course j 
little shining torrents hurhy down the rocks 
to join it, with not a bush to overshadow 
them, or cover their march: all is rock and 
loose stones up to the very brow, which lies 
so near your way, that not above half the 
height of Heivellyn can be seen*12

Just opposite to you la a large farm-house 
at the bottom of a steep smooth lawn embossom- 
ed in old woods, which climb half way up the 
mountain* s side, and discover above them a 
broken line of crags, that crown the scene*
Not a single red tile, no flaming gentleman*s '

11. Ibid*. 260.
12. Ibid., 264-265.
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house, or garden walls break In upon the re* 
pose of this little unsuspected paradise, 
but all la pease, rusticity, and happy poverty 
In its neatest, moat beooming attire*10

In the above quotation« there la material enough 
for a complete dissertation on the subject of diction*
The seeming ease with which he has assembled the most 
appropriate words mark# the artistry of genius*

hot only are visual sensations thus crystallised} 
Gray Is equally facile at solidifying ©or© subtle percep
tions*

* * • fro© hence I was to walk a mil® over
very' rough ground* & torrent rattling along ****
on the left land* On the cliffs above hung a 
few goats} one of them danced and scratched 
an ear with lie hind foot in a place where 1 
would not have stoed stock-still for all be
neath the moat * * * I followed lay guide 
a few paces, and lo, the hills opened again 
into no large space, and then all further 
way is barred by a stream, that at the height 
of above 80 feet gushes from a hole in the 
rock, and spreading in large- sheet# over its 
broken front, dashes frees steep to steep, and 
then rattles' away in a torrent down the velley*
The rook on the left rises perpendicular with 
stubbed yew-trees end shrubs, staring from its 
side to the height of at least 300 feet; but 
those are not the things» It is the fall, 
that forms the principal horror of the place.
• • • • When * stood at (I believe) full four 
yards distance from its foot, the drop# which > 
perpetually distil from its brow fell on my 
head, • • • The gloomy uncomfortable day well 
suited the savage aspect of the place and made 
It still, more formidable*

. — . i n « . . » . —  .. m      ....... « ' — «       •

13* «>ld»* 268*
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I stayed there {not without shuddering) a 
quarter of an hour, and. thought jay trouble 
riobly^paJJ, for the- impression will last

1. ' ,, . i

That impression did not lapse with Gray's life? it has 
become an Integral part of the experience of all who read 
his account of it*

There 1* a more studied development discernible
in the journal when he concludes it after he has returned
hone* That written in the white beat of impression has
less restraint than has that *recollected in tranquility."

Adjoining to the church between that and the 
river are a variety of chapels, end remnants 
of the abbey, shattered by the ercroechments 
of the ivy, and surmounted by many a sturdy 
tree, whose twisted roots break through the 
frot of the vaulting, and bang streaming from 
the roofs* The gloom of these ancient cells, 
the shade and verdure of the land*cape, the 
glittering and murmur of the stream, the lofty 
towers and lone perspectives of the church, in 
the midst of a clear bright day, detained me 
for many hours***

Abbeys were favorite haunt# of the poet* We find 
him writing to the Reverend ¿sates Brown and to Slcholls 
of snot her«

2 • • • write to you, after the finest walk 
in the finest day that ever shone to rietley ■
Abbey —  my old friend, with whom <*■ longed to 
renew my acquaintance* * * • It stancle in a 
little quiet valley, which gradually rises be
hind the ruins into a half-circle crowned with 
thick wood* Before it on a deecert, is a 14

14. Ibid*. 276-27©. 
15* Ibid *, 281.
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thicket of oaks, that servos to veil It 
from the broad day and from profan# eyes, 
only leaving a peep on both »Idea, where 
th# sea appears glittering through the 
shade, anti vessels, with their white- ,
sails, that glide across and are lost again*

The letter to ‘Hoholls varies' the wording, yet the im
pression remains constants

Beyond it (the meadow »till descending) 
nods a thicket of oaks, that mask the build- 
lug, end have excluded a view too gar1ah and 
too luxuriant for m holy eye* only, on 
either hand, they leave an opening to the 
blue glittering sea»*'

Luring Gray *s time, Englishmen were Just discover
ing Scotland* It was but in keeping with his love for 
travel that the Cembrldge poet should have traveled In the 
Korth* His description® of those scenes are now famous* 
Tb« description of the Try valley should suffice*

* * • over the river of lie,- then over a wide 
mid dismal heath fit for an assembly of witches, 
till we com# to a string of four email lakes in 
a valley, whose deep blue waters, and green 
margin, with a gentleman1a house or two seated 
pn them in little groves, contrasted with the 
black desert in which they were inchcsed* * * * 
we saw far below us the river Tsy cobis sweeping 
along at the bottom of a precipice at least"ISO 
feet deep, clear as glass, full to the brim, and 
very rapid in its course* * * * • On either hand

v. '  • " /

1©* Ibid»# HI*
17* Ibid*. 180*
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a vast chain of rooky mountains, that charged 
their face end opened something new every hundred 
yards, as the way turned, or the clouds paseed*Ali

He sums up M s  feeling for the beauty of the Scot«*
tiah highlands in a letter to %«©»*

I ass returned fror Scotland charmed with 
wy expedition; it Is of the Highlands 1 
speak; the lowlands are worth seeing once, 
but the mountains are ecstatic, and ought 
to toe visited In pilgrimage once a year* None 
but those monstrous creatures of God know how 
to Join so «such beauty with so much horror*1**

Every place that dray visited cam© under the same 
scrutinising study* -Of Hampton he writes*.

•> . 1 ■ ' :.v . f- _

The place spite of the weather is delightful» 
every little gleam of sunshine, every accident 
of light, opens some new beauty in the view, 
and 1 never saw in so small a apot so much var
iety, and. eo many natural advantage«* * *A'°

Ho discussion of Gray*s works would toe complete 
without some mention of the Journey to the Grande Char
treuse* the part it played in the course of his develop- 
meet is beside the point of this discussion; but the im
pressions that found outlet in the letters he wrote are 
very much within it* To his mother he wrote*

18* Ibid., 214-215« 
12* Ibid., 223*
20, Ibid*. II, 369.
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* * * on one hand 1» the rook, with woods of 
pine-tree« tauiglug overhead; on the other, a 
monstrous precipice, almost perpendicular, at 
the bottom of Which roll© a torrent * * * con
cur» to forth one of the moat solemn, the most 
romantic, the »oet astonishing scene© 1 ever 
beheld; add to this the strange views made toy 
the craggs and cliffs on the other hand; the 
cascades that in many place» throw themselves 
from the very »vomit down into the vale, and 
the river below; and many other particulars 
impossible to describe; you will conclude we 
had no occasion to repent our pains* 1

But the full sweep of his imagination is shown in the
letter he wrote his boyhood friend. West*

In our little journey up to the Grande Char
treuse, x do not remember to have gone ten 
paces without an exclamation, that there was 
no restraining* Hot a precipice, not a torrent, 
not a cliff, but Is pregnant with religion and 
poetry* there are certain scenes that would 
aws an atheist into belief, without the help of 
other argument* °ne need not have a very fan
tastic Imagination to see spirits there at noon
day; you have Death perpetually before your eyes, 
only so far removed, as to eomrose the mind
without frightening it** 22

»

Thomas Gray waa friendly toward. liature, and made of 
it a companion* This attitude was a forecast of the impor
ter©# Nature was to hold over the writers in the age that 
followed Cray# There was an admiration for nature in the 
poet, tout the bond that united him to his environment was

21* ikMjt» 36*
22. Ibid., 45*
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oongonial, intimili©* 0* 1* Woodberry wrotet *H® did 
not philoiophla© b*IbM |  nor ethereal 1»© it} but he 
saw It aitò ree ponded*•

23* George í># ¿oodberry* the ¿r-snlratlon of 
Poetry » 138*



CHAPTER V

the m m m t Y  rote in c r a y*s poems

The qualities of ihomes Uray• s friendships are 
everywhere evident In his poetry* ¿«spite Arnold*a 
contention that Cray never spoke out because his poetic 
genius was stifled by the spirit of bis times,1 the under
lying sympathy that is the basis of both friendship and

■ i
poetry is nowhere more plainly show?, than in his poems*
The world is prone to think of Gray’s poetry In terms of 
the *glegy* only* Had he written nothing else, he would 
have found a secure place in English Letters• But the 
lesser known works are noteworthy, too*

le believed in the brotherhood of man, though he
could never have become so violent about it as his sue-

»

eessors in the Romantic School* *e have echoes of this 
philosophy In all of his poems* In the "Ode on the Spring 
the poem that was sent to his friend test Just at the time 
that young roan was being buried, we find these linest

1* Matthew Arnold, Lanuri in Criticism, »2*
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to Contemplation’s sober eye 
Such is the race of &ant 

And they that creep, and they that fly,
Shall end, where they began*1®

Although he belonged to the contemplative group 
himself, he could appreciate those who were of the oppo
site disposition* 1» the "Ode on a Distant Prospect of 
Eton College," he almost envies the young men he sees* So 
universal an emotion was condemned by ¿kmuel Johnson as 
being commonplacej yet, how fortunate it were if all ordin
ary things reached the universality of?

Theirs buxom health of rosy hue,
Wild wit, invention ever-now,

And lively ©hear of vigour borni3
Be stakes the reader share in his own delight in the boys
end his understanding of what life may hold in atore for
them in the well-known conclusion to the poemt

Yet, ah I why should they know their fate?
Since sorrow never comes too late,

And happiness too swiftly flies*
Thought would destroy their paradise*
Bo more; where ignorance is bliss,

*Tis folly to be wise*4
There is a note of sincere humility —  one of the

most mecessary qualities of friendship —  in the "Hymn to
1

Adversity* which he concludes with the supplication*

2* Cray, Sorks. I, 7*
3* Ibid*, i, 1a#
4• Ibid*, 21*
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Teach we to love and to forgive,
Exact my oats defect« to scan,
fehat other« are, to feel, end know myself a Man.5 

This poem was written at Stoke, in 1742; at that time he 
and Horace Walpole had not resumed their friendship. The»« 
llna« are almost prophetic In that connection.

hie personal friends were tbs instigators of most 
of Gray*a poetry, “is plan to write (with Mason) The 
tjip.fo.rX °£ English poetry was responsible for his writing 
’’The Fatal Slater*,* "The Descent of Odin," "The Triumphs 
of Owen," and the Welsh fragments.

All of his humorous poetry was inspired by his
friends and their aota. The two well-known mock heroics,
nOde on the Death of a Favorite Cat* and "A long Story* are
examples of that vain of his nature. In his impromptu
verse he is as witty as some of the moderns whose quips are
so often repeated, fils epitaph on the wife of a bishop
has a twentieth century ring to it*

Here lies %*a• Keane, the she bishop of Chester 
She had a bad face which did sadly molest her.5

"The Installation Cde* was occasioned by the ap
pointment of Gray * s friend, the Duke of Grafton, to the 
position of Chancellor of the University. It was, of

6* Ibid.. 141.
6. Ibid..26*
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©ouras, written in the classic Banner, and serves well 
as proof that (¿ray was capable of following the fashion 
of hi® day In poetry#

At the death of hi® friend test, Gray wrote a 
sonnet that was not published during his lifetime# The 
personal note in it serves for any one who hat lost a friend; 
Its sincerity Is very evident. The references to Nature in 
this sonnet are truly harbingers of the tone English poetry 
was to take in the generation which followed him* The ses
tet follows«

Yet Morning smiles the busy Face to ©hear.
And new-born Pleasure brings to happier Kent

And fields to sll thslr wonted Tribute bear;
To war® their little ^ovea the Birds complain;

I fruitless mourn to hi» that cannot hear.
And weep the more because 1 weep In vein#”
Sir Herbert *erren said that Gray*» great talent had > 

been the "gift of touching the great heart of mankind#*®
The many epitaphs he wrote as well as the "Elegy" show that

v ■
power# The "Epitaph on Mrs. ¿tan Clarke" concludes with the 
coupleti

Till time shall every grief remove,
With life, with memory, and with love*® 7 * 9

7. Ibid#, 111#
8# Sir Herbert Warren, "The betters of Thomas 

Gray" Quarterly Review. CCXX, (April 1014) 870#
9. Gray, Works, X, 127#



Th© poem must have been a great comfort to the sorrowing 
husband.

Ke less does he honor Sir billlam Williams, th©
young baronet who was killed at Bellelsle. Gray wrote
the epitaph that was to have been inscribed on a memorial
shaft at Bellelsle} the »haft, however, was never erected.

Ah, gallant youth i this marble tells the rest,
Where melancholy friendship bends and weeps.*0

Gray . . .  was very humane; In essentials an ordin
ary human nature deepened Into poetry by a grave 
tenderness of feeling and expressing himself with 
a pure clarity of thought.11

This Is the opinion expressed by »r. Woodberry In his book 
The inspiration of *o«trv»

Gray * s friendly feeling toward **ature Is evident 
In his lesser known poems. In "The Alliance of Education 
and Government" —  that poem that Gibbon considered so 
worth while, and whose fragmentary state he so deeply re
gretted —  we find this typical excerpt t

So fond Instruction on the growing Powers 
©f Mature idly lavishes her Stores,
If equal Justice with unclouded Face 
Smile not Indulgent on the rising Race,
And scatter with a free, though frugal, Band n 
I»lght golden Showers of Plenty o*er the hand.12

10. Ibid.. 128.
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Perhaps the "Ode on the *1sature Arising fro» Vicissitude" 
is the greatest tribute to latur© that Gray wrote In hie 
poetry* Sot even Wordsworth could have exceeded the feel
ing expressed In the third and seventh stansas of the 
fragmentary poem*

Rise, my soul l on wings of fire,
Rise the rapturous choir amongj 

Hark I »tie nature strikes the lyre.
And leads the general song*

The meanest floweret of the vale,
The simplest note that swells the gale,
The common Sun, the air, the skies.
To hi» are opening Paradise

Gray * s fame as a poet rests very largely on the
"Elegy Written In a Country Church-Yard*" The reason for
Its fa»© Is the universality of its appeal* John brlnfcwater
explains Its scope and Importance In these words«

The "Rlery Written in a Country Church-Yard" has 
the distinction of being one of the few excellent 
poems in the language that are really popular* The 
qualities that have made it popular • • * are those 
of tenderness and of clear dietinction between 
sentiment and sentimentality, of intimacy with the 
beauty and change of earth, all set down without 
affectation and yet never meanly*1'*

To attempt to quote passages from the "Elegy* Is 
a difficult task —  a fact that is not surprising when

14* John Brlnkwater, fuse in Council. 14.
13. Ibid*. 123, 124.
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it la remembered bow carefully Gray edited the poem, de
leting ell that did not beer directly on the thread of 
the work, despite any Intrinsic beauty of the lines dis
carded* Hi« friendship with Nature lias Indeed deepened 
to an Intimacy In this famous work* Perhaps the best 
known and most lowed examples of this emotion ares

Full many a flower la born to blush unse 
And waste its sweetness on the desert ;ir .ls

and
"Oft have we teen him at the peep of dawn 
Brushing with hasty steps the dews away 
To meet the sun upon the upland lawn* °
HI# feelin«? for the rude Inhabitants of the little

village is so genuine that even Samuel ^ohnson praised it*
Bare»ford ssyst

In the first piece, throughout the poem, we 
ere conscious that the faculty of sympathy 
attains the measure of genius* Gray does not 
simply feel pity for the obscure villagersu 
• * • he understands ’them, he loves the»*17

It is not to be wondered at that Julian Hill was 
moved to say of it* “This immortally beautiful and tho
roughly English poem has passed into the language and be
come subtly Interwoven with the sentiments and emotions of

15* Gray, Works. I, 75*

17* John heresford, “The Author of the Elegy“ 
Edinburgh Hevlew. CCXLIV (July 1926) 152*

16* Ibid*, 78.
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everyday llfe*"^' The "mat® inglorious Milton" arouses
recognition In those who would have no redaction to the
name of Thomas Gray*

Perhaps in this neglected spot la laid
Some heart once pregnant with celestial fire;

Kande, that the rod of empire might have sway’d.
Or wait’d to extaey the living lyre.*®

and
Far from the. madding crowd’s ignoble etrife,
Their sober wishes nevyr learn*d to stray;

Along the cool sequester d vale of life
They kept the noiseless tenor of their way«5®0

These are no »ore pertinent than »any others, but they
are essentially lyrical*

Characteristically, the poem ends With the epitaph,
which epitomises Cray* In Its first stanas, he expresses
hi® friendship for Mature:

Here rests hie head upon the lap of Barth A Youth to Fortune and to Fame unknown*
Pair Selene® frown * d not on hia humble birth.

And Melancholy mark’d him for bar own*®*
In the seoond, we find echoed his appreciation of friend
ship :

Large wys his bounty, and his aoul sincere,
Heav n did a recompence as largely send:

Be gave to Wis’ry all he had, a tear,
fie gained fro« ueav n (*twas all he wished)

a friend*21
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Hi© last ©tan** of the «pitaph sums up the philosophy of 
Gray*

I© farther seek hia merits to disclose,
/m?r drAW bl® frailtlee from their dread abode, (f^r© they alike in trembling hop© repose,)
The bosom of his Father and his aod.SI

A. 0» Benson wrote of hie qualities!

• * i hl® ••dness, hia generosity, bla sincerity, 
hJ* lo,nfln^ for sympathy, and the "trembling hope" 

IbiCi !?! faoedth© silence, the hope, that ia, that he »i-ht even there find love*22

21 • ikM»# so*
22« A* C* Benson, "The Secret of Gray" Livlntr 

Ajgs, CCXI (December 83, 1816) 762* ----- S



CHAPTER VI

GRAY'S LETTERS

The best key to Gray*a life, and through M w  
to the beat thought of the eighteenth century, 
la to be found in his lettore* Gray «rote 
easily and naturally, in most instances better 
than he could talk# Be wrote to hi® friends 
scattered all over England, telling them about 
himself, about the looks he was reading, about 
the latest goielp in town* for Wharton he com- 
poaed his prose Georgies of the weather, crops, 
flowers, and birds* • » • •
Everything Gray did see®« at least to be hinted 
In his 2e tiers —  hi a attacks of Illness and 
the attendant fits of depression, M s  triumphs ' 
and failures* &ut most of all they contain the 
story of M s  personal relations«1

Gray enjoyed writing letters* And he was aware of 
the part his friends played in the development of his char
acter* In a letter to wohn Chute he expressed the pleasure 
he derived from hie correspondence thus*

I can't help thinking, that * should find no 
difference almost between this world, and t* 
other (for * converse with none tout the dead 
here), only Indeed A should receive nor writ© 
no more letters (for the Poet is not very well 
regulated*)e

In a more serious vein he wrote to br* is barton on the/
death of Dr* ^iddleton, the deistleal writer*

1. W* Powell *oner, "Fastidious Little Gentleman" 
Saturday Review of Literature. XIII, (March 14, 1936), 11,

2* Gray, works* II, 135,
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For my part A find * friend so uncoesmon a 
thing, that x cannot help regretting even 
an old acquaintance, which is an indifferent 
likeness to it, and though x don't approve 
of the spirit of his hooks, »«thinks *tis 
pity the world should lose so rare a thing 
as a good writer*3

Bis personal relations could not be »ore clearly 
brought out than they are in his letter to the friend of 
hi© youth, *est, in which he declared that "as mutual 
wants are the ties of a general society, so arc mutual 
weaknesses of private friendship®, supposing the» mlxt 
with some proportion of good qualities*""*

The friendliness of dray cannot be better under
stood than by reading his letter»« John feitfor& pointed 
out*

The close reserve of his general mmnmr mmy 
bs advantageously contrasted with hi® play
ful humor and kindness to his friends; his 
war» attachments and his affectionate language 
»ay be seen coming wore brightly out of the 
cold surface of his oommon demeanor • * *

John Drinkwater called this trait of his letter® "delight*■ . • a
ful in their revelation of a most companionable personal- 
lfcy*"6 There is nothing reserved when he tells all the 
gossip he has been able to gather; his letter to Doctor

3« Ibid*, 199. 
4 * xbld*$ 87*
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Wharton fro» Aond«B, April 22, 1760, is rloher in that
far® than the averaee "column" of a modern newspaper*

Gray was not only very deeply attached to his own
friends, hut also eager to see that friendships or others
remained intact* see»® strange that he should write to
Horace Walpole, with who» he had Quarreled, what »ay have
been an indirect reproof*

• « • it is a tenet with roe (a simple one, 
you*11 perhaps say) that if aver two people, 
who lore one another, corse to breaking, it 
1# for want of a timely eclaircissement, a 
full and precise one, without witnesses or 
mediators, and without reserving any one 
disagreeable circumstance for the mind to 
brood upon in silence*”

On the same subject, he wrote to Beverend Will la» Mason,
who had toad seme disagreement with a friend t

In most cases x aw a great friend to eclair-» 
clsaementsi it is no pleasant task tcTenier 
upon "them, therefore it is always some merit 
in the person who does so*
He also wrote a long letter of advice to Horton 

Kicholls when that young »an was acting as mediator be
tween Lord Msburne and a Mr* temple* In that letter he 
gave the basis of friendliness when he wrote* "for. when 
one Is secure of people*s intentions, all the rest passes * 8

7* Gray, Works. II, £26*
8. ¿bid*, 347.
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tor nothing•B9 "HI# ©orrespondence, written frankly 
and without any affectation in the beat of English« 
shows what M S M r  of »an he was»**0 One of the severest 
tests of .friendships Is to rejoice at the success and 
good fortune of another* This Gray could do with a right 
good will* It pleased him to see any of his friends bet
ter their circumstances, although be did not oar© for pre
ferment for himself* Ho admonished the© to be busy and 
to make the usoat of their time —  advice be would rather 
give than follow* To Mason« as early as 1858« he wrote*

• * * the days and th© nights pass« and x a» ,, 
never the nearer to anything but that one to 
which we are all tending# let x love people 
that leave some traces of their Journey behind 
the»« and have strength enough to advise you 
to do so while you can* I expect to see Car- 
aotaoue completed« not so much fro» the opinion 
T entertain of your industry as fro» the con- 
elder at lor that another winter approaches« 
which Is th© season of harvest to an author*

Bis letter to Morton Hloholls holds the same admonition!
To be obliged to those we love and esteem is a 
pleasure, but to serve and to oblige thaw la a 
still greater, and this with Independence (no 
vulgar blessings) are what a profession at your 
age »ay reasonably promise, without it they are 
hardly attainable* * * * *

9* ¿bid*« 288*
10* Unsigned article, w0ray*, Living Are. CCXCXX,

(February 17, 1017), 421*
11«

12 *

Gray, works, XI, 271. 
Ibid*. IXX, 249.
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hytton htraohey comments, nWhatever It Is that 
Gray la writing of, w® ar© certain to find the nark of 
hie personality indelibly stamped upon it." 13 Certain
ly that 1» true of his gentle refusal of the offer on 
the part of the University of Aberdeen of the degree of 
hoe tor of ■Mrws. Mia refusal doe® honor to biiMlf and
to the university that offered the degree, inasmuch ae

It proves their choice « wise ones
Though long qualified by my standing, * have 
always ne'.-looted to finish wy course, and.claim 
Bty doctor*s degrees judge, therefore, whether 
it will not look like a slight, and ©owe sort 
of contempt, If 1 receive tbe saw» degree fro® 
a Slater University. 1 certainly would avoid 
giving any offence to a aet of men, aaeong whom 
I have passed so many easy, and 1 may say, happy 
hours of my life; yet shall ever retain In my 
memory the obligations you have laid me under, 
and be proud of ray connection with the Univer- 
alty of Aberdeen.14 *

In an altogether different vein, the mark of Gray 
is Just as unmistakably present when he discusses women. 
In a letter to Dr. »hartor, he declared that men need to 
be "wound up® in order to go, and then went on to sayi

1 say a Man, for women, commonly speaking never 
feel tTiisd is temper s they have always something 
to do* time hangs not on their bends (unless 
they be fine, ladle.#} a variety of smell invena 
tlone and occupation# fill uc^the void, and their 
eye# are »ever open in vain.

15. Lytton Strachey, Character# and Commentaries, 43.
14. Gray, Works. Ill, 221.
lb. Ibid.. 32*
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Gray «rot® to hr* Clurke of r©turning from his vacation 
to rest*

X find root very necessary after living for 
• «south 1» ft houae with three women that 
laughed fror morninr to right, end would 
allow nothing to the sulkiness of my disposi
tion* Company end cards at home, parti®» by 
land and water abroad, and (what they call) 
doing topething, that la recketting about 
from morning to night, are occupations, X 
find, that wear out my spirit*

Any subject upon which he wrote landed lately became 
hla ownj one he wanted to share with sore friend who waa 
not at hand, but who could always be reached by hie facile 
pen* The fact that so many of his letter® have been pre
served in the original ranuaorlpt scerne to be proof that 
his friends realised his letters were score than ordinary 
epistles* Xt war ore of the ways by which he could repay 
his friends for the inspiration and character completion 
they gave to him* Ho did not see© to realise they were 
hi* debtore* **e giver a clear picture of hie attitude in 
a letter to «illlac? Mason*

A life spent out of the world has its hours of 
despondence, its inconveniences, Its sufferings, 
as numerous and as real (though not quite of the 
sense sort) as a life spent in the mid sc of it.
The power we have, when we will exert It, over 
our own minds, Joined to a little strength and 
consolation, nay a little pride we catch from 
those that see» to love us, is our only support 16

16. Ibid*, 60
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In eIther of these condition«* I am sensible 
X cannot return to you so much of this assis
tance as 1 have received fro» you*-1'

Yet of the »an who could write such a tribute to
a povpoue young »an, Bulwer-Lytton wrote, ”We think that
his correspondence is also stamped by the main defect of
his poetry —  it wants heartiness*”16 in a later passage
he further concluded, MWhatever affection« Gray possessed,
they do not seem to gush forth vividly and freely,”*9

Surely **©rd Lytton had not read Cray’s exquisite
not to Mason, to choose a single example, at the death
of Mr»* Mason*

My dear Mason —  I break in upon you at 
a moment when we least of all are permitted 
to disturb our friends, only to say that you 
are daily and hourly present to sty thoughts*
If the worst be not yet passed, you will ne
glect and pardon »ej but if the last struggle 
be over, if the poor object of your long «socie
ties be no longer sensible to your kindness, 
or to her own sufferings, allow we (at least In 
idea, for what could I do were I present wore 
than this), to sit by you in silence, and pity 
fro» my heart, not her who is at rest, but you 
who lose her* May He who wad® us, the Master 
of our pleasures and our pains, preserve and 
support you* Adieu

17. Ibid*. 547*
18* Pulwer-Lytton, Miscellaneous Prose Works. 156*
19, Ibid*, 137*
20. Gray, Works. Ill, 26&.
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This alone, the moat beautiful expression to be found in 
all Gray’s works In the opinion of the writer, would Justi
fy Lowell’s criticism that "In his letters of condolence, 
perhaps the most arduous species of all composition, Gray 
shows the same exquisite tact which is his distinguishing 
characteristic as a poet."21

To show the true scope of the friendly note in 
Gray's letters, it would be necessary to reproduce nearly 
the whole of his known correspondence. W. ^owe11 Jones 
in his essay on Gray in the Saturday Review of Literature 
has drawn this conclusion to the task of selecting examples 
of Gray’s letters:

To try to indicate the charm and variety of 
Gray s letters is to despair. Torn from their 
settings the humor loses its freshness, the 
sentiments seem exaggerated, and the true pic
ture of the man becomes distorted# • • * • The 
fare is rich no matter where you turn in Gray1a 
letters. It is varied and spicy and generous.22

/

21. James R* Lowell, Latest ^1terary Essays, 27.
22. W. Powell ‘‘ones, loc. clt., 11.



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

Th© world has been curious about a man like Gray 
who could b© so famous by writing so little*
It has found the answer chiefly In bis letters, 
which have by their gradual accumulation thrown 
more light on the enigma of the fastidious lit
tle gentleman who could so neatly sum up a uni
versal lament*1

The chief quality of those letters was their friendliness; 
the secret of th© successful summing up of the world’s 
lament lay in the understanding Gray brought to the task* 

Our purpose was to discover to what extent Thomas 
Gray completed the lives of his associates; and what, in 
turn, he received toward his own completion. That he gave 
a great deal to them is evident from the fact that so many 
of his original letters were preserved* "is influence was 
far reaching. His friends were his life. They took his 
time, his interest, and his affection. All that he did 
he shared with a friend. His poems were passed from hand 
to hand amour his friends in manuscript form long before 
they were published. *© did not care for the plaudits of 
a mob; his only aim was to please his friends, or Just to

1. W. Powell Jones, loc clt.* 11.
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please himself* his work was, in this sense, esoteric.
Prom his friends he received more than they or he 

knew. His affectionate nature needed completion, and his 
friends supplied that completion. T* H. Warren said of 
himt

Gray was a scholar, a savant, a connoisseur, a 
virtuoso, a don, even a professor —  some will 
add a pedant and a prig* But he was also a man 
of the world, and what is more, a manj a man 
of warm heart, strong feeling, and strong sense, 
affectionate, natural, and sincere.2

With all the qualities of the friend that he pos
sessed, it is very easy to conclude with Mr. Parrott in 
his delightfully written Studies of a Booklover. "It is 
hardly too much to say that Gray had a genius for friend« 
ship."3
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